
Dear Selwyn,
You must appreciate that over the Christmas period it is difficult to find sufficient time to look
carefully at these rules. However we now have the Marblehead class rule reviewed in accordance
with your brief:
"So, could we request that you review these documents please as soon as possible by:
1. Reviewing from within your organisation and
2. Sending copies to key members (builders, measurers, technical members, proactive members)
of your organisation for a quick review."

1. In response, our chairman Keith Coxon reviewed the problem and decided that it fell within
the remit of myself as Technical Officer. He also insisted on discussion on the MYA forum.
2. In response, a thread was opened on the MYA forum and copies of the rules went to key
members, ie designers, professional builders, all Official Measurers including the MYA Techni-
cal Team and active Marblehead owners on the Class Captain's email group.
We have done what you asked.
On 11 December we asked you for a Word copy of the rules so that all received comments could
be combined in the margin adjacent to the particular clause and speed up the commenting proc-
ess, as well as being useful to IRSA at the receiving end. As this was not forthcoming, we used
the Word copy that Henry Farley, one of our Technical Team, had been using earlier in corre-
spondence directly with Graham Bantock. As well as the collected input by myself, there is evi-
dence of Henry's work in this review concerning formatting etc.
Comments have come back from 42 people and these have been very useful indeed covering a
wide range of subjects in the rule. These have been added to the attached Word document of the
Marblehead rules draft version 10.1. We believe that this provides a very constructive and posi-
tive feedback. Also attached is a list of views on the controversial matters of luff limitation, areas
on all sails and question of multiple certificates. It is clear from the response there is an over-
whelming majority who are not happy with these particular 'new rule' proposals; 36/42, 36/42
and 40/42 respectively. We trust that IRSA EC will take note and change its view on these mat-
ters.
One change that we would like to see is the scrapping of the transverse depth gauge. The 'hori-
zontal' length and depth gauge, as shown on page 20 of the attached, has been in use in GBR
since 2004. This has shown to be as accurate as the transverse depth gauge in limiting draft to
700mm and is very much quicker and easier to use. This removes the restriction on beam, which
is only there as a result of the transverse gauge.
Currently there is a similar exercise being carried out on the Word version of the 10 rater class
rule and the Aclass rule. We will be sending those to you as soon as we can, when this exercise
is complete.
Cheers, Roger


